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SPORTS COMMITTEE 
Committee Members:  Troy Lindsey (Chair), Mark Garrett (Vice Chair), Chad Duncan, 

Jerome Leathers, Vernon Aldridge, Joe Franks 

 

Staff:  Tra Waters and Rhonda Dreibelbis 

1. Softball Bat Testing 

(NCSBCA) 

To approve mandatory Bat Testing to the 

NCHSAA rules for post season play: 

 

Procedure:  

--The NCHSAA will require all counties to have 

at least one bat-testing machine and at least 

one certified machine tester.  The tester 

cannot be a coach--must be a neutral tester, 

i.e. County or School Athletic Director 

--Bats must be tested at a designated site 

prior to post-season play 

--Bat testers must use the USA Softball Bat List 

for specific bat pressures   

Note: some bats, i.e. Easton Ghost will fall in 

the illegal range; however, these bats can be 

legal based on different pressure allowances 

--Bats must pass 2 out of 3 test attempts to be 

legal 

--Once tested, an approved bat will receive a 

sticker applied by the bat tester   

--Any bat being used at the State 

Championship game that does not have a 

sticker of testing approval will need to be 

tested on site and may run the risk of being 

“thrown out” if it fails   

Rationale: Bat testing was an issue last season during 

the state championship game where bats 

that failed were not allowed to be used, 

new bats purchased, and comfort levels of 

the athletes were depleted. Bats were 

thrown out last year just because they 

were “in the red” and were not checked 

per the USA Softball Bat List, this needs to 

be something that is changed so that 

appropriate pressures are administered 

during each test. 

 

The North Carolina Softball Coaches 

Association would like to help to make a 

change so that moving forward this will 

not happen again.  

Budget Impact: If the NCHSAA is unable to fund then the 

most feasible way for funding would be 

for each school in the county to split the 

cost.  Example; if Alamance county did this 

the cost would be roughly $125 per school 

for one machine. 

Equity Impact: Baseball uses a PSI, so testing unnecessary 

Effective Date: 2024 Softball Season 
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2. Softball Game 

Ending Procedure  

 

(NCSBCA) 
 

 
 

 

To approve another game-ending rule for 

soaball: 

• A game is terminated if a team is 

ahead by 15 runs aaer three 

complete innings.   

 

Note:  The NCHSAA Execubve Commicee 

approved this as a temporary rule for the 

2023 season. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale: The NCSBCA believes that adding this rule 

will allow teams to maintain dignity and 

prevent a mockery not just of the game 

but of the athletes that are out there 

trying their best even against the toughest 

of compebbon.  This rule will allow the 

game to maintain its integrity by not 

asking student athletes to cause 

intenbonal outs by stepping off base early, 

swing intenbonally at errant pitches, 

etc.  The rule also will help to keep 

stabsbcs more relevant to reflect the true 

skills of the athlete and not the weakness 

of an opposing team.* 

 

Budget Impact: N/A 

Educational 
Impact: 

N/A 

Equity Impact: N/A 

Effective Date: 2023-24 School Year 
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3. 7-Innings Rule in 

Softball 

 

    (NCSBCA) 

A. To allow JV Softball rostered players to 

participate in 7 additional innings at the 

Varsity level in a week. 

 

B. To allow JV pitchers six (6) extra innings of 

pitching OR the 7 innings of play at a 

different position or as a DP. 

 

Procedure: 

--Coaches and Athletic Directors must fill out 

a form for the week (very much like that of 

Basketball and Football has to do)  

--JV players who dress for the game will NOT 

be considered as “Played in the Game” 

UNLESS they actually enter the game. 

 

Rationale: There is a shortage of JV teams in the 

state.  JV teams now are playing teams 3, 

4, and 5 times in a season just to get an 

adequate amount of games into their 

schedule.  Basketball and Football both 

have rules in place that allow for players to 

participate on both JV and Varsity in the 

same week and we feel that having 

something in place for Softball will help the 

sport to grow again and allow these 

student athletes to participate in a full 

season schedule like the other sports are 

able to do. 

7 innings was brought up as rationale to 

give no more innings in a week than would 

be IF there was a 4
th

 game on a Saturday. 

 

 Educational 
Impact: 

None 

Equity Impact: Across other sports with JV and Varsity 

there have been changes made for athletes 

to fluctuate; Basketball, Football 

mainly.  Baseball has a pitch count that 

helps with moving up and down but is also 

a sport that has very high numbers for 

participation.  Softball with the numbers 

the way they are and a 9 Inning rule in 

place will again hopefully help to grow the 

sport to the levels of participation of 

Basketball, Football, and others. 
Effective Date:  2024 Softball Season 
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4. Pilot Program in 

Soccer: Participation 

in Three Halves  
     (NCSCA) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To allow freshman and sophomores only to 

participate in three (3) halves of soccer on 

the same day.   

--Participation in up to three halves of soccer 

on a single day will be considered a 

participation in a single game towards the 

daily, weekly, and seasonal limitations 

--Any participation for any period of time 

equals playing a full half 

--Will not be allowed in conference 

tournaments and state playoffs games.  

--Overtime periods will be considered an 

extension of the previous half  

 

 

Rationale: Will give coaches some alternatives for 

ninth and tenth graders to continue to gain 

valuable game experience at the junior 

varsity level and still be available as a 

backup in the varsity game.  

Budget Impact: None 

Educational 
Impact:  

This rule would allow more students to 

participate in high school athletics, which 

would likely be a motivating factor for 

those students to attend school and 

engage in academics, as research shows 

that the students that are involved in 

extracurricular activities perform better 

academically.  
Equity Impact: Both men’s and women’s programs could 

utilize and benefit from this rule change. 
Effective Date:  2023-24 school year  

 

5. Conversions for 

NCHSAA State 

Indoor Track Meet 

 

     Attachment S1 

      
     (NCCCTCA) 
 

 

To require use of a conversion chart to 

determine qualifying times and lane 

assignments for the Indoor State Track 

Championships  

 

Rationale: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When running in a polar bear meet on an 

outdoor track with fewer laps and wider 

turns versus the 200m flat track at JDL 

Fast Track, runners have an inherent 

advantage. Additionally, there are 200m 

banked tracks in neighboring states that 

often host invitationals where athletes 

may qualify for the NCHSAA Indoor State 

meet.  

Budget Impact: N/A 

 Educational 
Impact: 

N/A 

Equity Impact: Applies to both men and women  

Effective Date: 2023 - 2024 school year 
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6. Swimming & Diving 

Result Entry Deadline 

 

 

To require full regular-season meet results to 

be entered into NCPrepSwimming within 48 

hours of the completion of the meet 

 

(From Swimming & Diving Advisory 

Committee) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale: NFHS Swimming and Diving Rule 4-2-3 

allows meet scores to be reviewed, and 

errors corrected within 48 hours of the 

completion of the meet. Meet referees 

must certify the results as well as verify 

the meet officials in NCPrepSwimming.  

 

This would align with NCHSAA Track & 

Field and Indoor Track meet results 

requirements. See NCHSAA Handbook 

4.12.1(g) 

 

Budget Impact: N/A 

Educational 
Impact: 

N/A 

Equity Impact: Applies to both boy’s and girl’s teams 

Effective Date: 2023-2024 School Year  
 

7. Wrestling Weekly 

Limitation 

 
    (Southern Piedmont      
    1A/2A Conference) 
 

To amend NCHSAA Handbook rule 4.14.1(g)(2) 

to allow two multi-team events per week, 

with the multi-team event permitted to 

include a round robin tournament with up to 

six teams 

 

 

 

 

Rationale: Would allow teams to maximize the 

number of matches allowed in a week 

with no impact on the season limitation 

Budget Impact: May help increase revenue for schools 

hosting additional meets 

Educational 
Impact: 

Should not impact study/school time as 

the additional match adds an average of 

45 minutes to the length of the event 

Equity Impact: Could allow more competition 

opportunities for teams with female 

wrestlers  

Effective Date: 2023-2024 School Year  
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8. Use of RPI in Seeding 

Dual Team Tennis  

 

 

To use MaxPreps RPI rankings for seeding of 

teams and selection of wildcards in dual team 

tennis 

 

 

 

Rationale: MaxPreps just developed RPI rankings for 

tennis; use of these rankings would lead 

to a better seeded tournament and puts 

the sport in line with other bracketed 

sports 

Budget Impact: None 

Educational 
Impact: 

None 

Equity Impact: Applies to both boy’s and girl’s teams 

Effective Date: 2023-2024 School Year  
 

9. NCHSAA Handbook 

Tournament 

Language  

 
[NCHSAA]  

To eliminate tournament language from 

NCHAAA Handbook in the sports of baseball, 

basketball, lacrosse, soccer and softball and 

revert to a season limit of 24 games  
 

Rationale: Too many different scenarios are being 

used and skewing the definition of 

tournaments. With a 24-game season 

limit, scheduling is simplified and 

eliminates the misunderstanding and 

misapplication of season limit rules  

Budget Impact: N/A 

Educational 
Impact: 

N/A 

Equity Impact: Would be equal for both men’s and 

women’s teams 

Effective Date: 2023-2024 School Year  
 

10. Future Format of 

Regionals and Finals 

for Men’s and 

Women’s Basketball  

 

Attachment S2 
     (NCHSAA)  
 

During the past two years, venue sizes have 

been inadequate to accommodate crowd 

sizes.  For years, coaches have requested a 

final-four format.  Staff believes a change is 

necessary; it has reviewed formats of other 

states  

***Discussion Only*** 
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11. Basketball 5-Quarter 

Rule Review & 

Discussion 

 

     Attachment S3 

Review of data from 2022-23 season relative 

to the 5-quarter rule 

***Discussion Only*** 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



NORTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
Meeting of the Board of Directors – Agenda Item Submission 

Name(s):  Rodney King, Executive Director 

School/LEA/Conference/Group:  North Carolina Track & Cross Country Coaches Association 
Board of Directors 

We request that the following item be placed on the agenda for the next meeting of the 
NCHSAA Board of Directors: 

Recommendation/Proposal: 

In order to make qualifying for the NCHSAA Indoor Track State Championships more equitable 
for athletes who attempt qualification on a 200 meter flat track rather than at a polar bear meet 
(outdoor track), or on a banked track, the following times would be deducted (subtracted) for 
JDL Fast Track marks to determine if an athlete meets current qualification standards. 

Boys Girls 
Event Conversion Event Conversion 
300m - 0.62 300m - 0.62
500m - 1.06 500m - 1.05
1000m - 2.20 1000m - 2.15
1600m - 3.50 1600m - 3.25
3200m - 6.80 3200m - 6.10
4x200m - 1.70 4x200 - 1.75
4x400m - 3.50 4x400 - 3.50
4x800m - 7.50 4x800 - 7.50

Rationale: 

Athletes have an inherent advantage running a polar bear meet on an outdoor track with fewer 
laps and wider turns versus the 200m flat track at JDL Fast Track, which hosts the NCHSAA 
Indoor Track State Championship.  Additionally, there are 200m banked tracks in neighboring 
states that often host invitationals where athletes may qualify for the NCHSAA Indoor State 
meet. 

Until 2012, the NCAA also dealt with some of the inequalities of various track sizes and 
configurations.  Flat tracks measuring 200m are the most common indoor track size due to 
facility constraints and cost, but the NCAA also deals with 200m banked tracks, oversized 
tracks, and undersized flat tracks.  To combat this, the NCAA introduced revised track size 
conversions in August of 2012.  They reviewed five years’ worth of data and developed a 
formula whereby a new conversion was developed for each race.  They noted in their document 
that “a definite linear relationship between facility types does exist.”  Their dataset produced a 
different conversion index for each event and also separated it out by gender. 

Attachment S1



At the NCHSAA level, a similar conversion needs to be implemented to address the inequalities 
that exist for athletes who compete at polar bear meets versus banked tracks versus flat 
tracks.  Currently, if a team wants to come to JDL Fast Track to qualify and gain experience on 
the state meet track, they are at a disadvantage to those schools who qualify at a polar bear or 
banked facility, such as Liberty University or Virginia Beach.  We would not need conversions 
for field events or for the 55M or 55H, since they are not affected by the track type. 
 
MileSplit is owned by FloSports and used for all North Carolina Indoor and Outdoor Track and 
Field results and Regional/State entries. They currently do not have the technology to add the 
requested conversion to results from the winter meets, Polar Bear and banked tracks. Craig 
Longhurst, JDL Fast Track manager and director, has indicated he may be able to have his intern 
do the negative conversions for meets run at his facility.  The number of athletes requiring 
conversions would be significantly smaller using the JDL results rather than requiring someone 
else to do all conversions by hand and then input them into the database.   
 
Mr. Longhurst took data from the 2023 NCHSAA Indoor Track and Field Championships.  It 
included the total number of qualifiers in all applicable running events, boys and girls combined: 

• 1A/2A – 225 total qualifiers in these events; 90 from JDL and 135 from banked/polar 
• 3A – 294 total qualifiers in these events; 84 from JDL and 210 from banked/polar 
• 4A – 308 total qualifiers in these events; 98 from JDL and 210 from banked/polar 

From the data shown above, it would be simpler and less time consuming to deduct times run at 
JDL from 272 entries rather than adding the conversion to 555 entries. 
  
Conversions were made based on the current qualifying standard, applied the recommended 
conversion, and then took the variance between the current standard and the converted 
standard.  The conversion would be applied to each classification to normalize them and reduce 
confusion among coaches. 
 
Budget Impact: 
 
Zero financial impact on any individual school/LEA 
 
Educational Impact: 
 
Zero educational impact on any individual school/LEA 
 
Gender Impact: 
 
Zero gender impact on any student 
 
Effective Date: 
 
Beginning of NCHSAA Indoor Track and Field competition, November 2023 
 
 
Signature: ______________________________________________  Date: _______________ 
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